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In an increasingly global marketplace, international assignments have become commonplace and cross-border employment and tax issues have come to the fore. Because of their common language, culture and financial prominence, the links between the United States and the United Kingdom are especially well-developed and, as a result, there is a constant flow of high-level managerial and executive talent between these two countries. This article focuses on some of the most common tax issues that are raised by the assignment or transfer of executives between the US and the UK. Inevitably, it also addresses more general issues applicable to internationally mobile executives working in either the US or the UK as well as specific issues that may impact executives who are leaving their home country of the US or the UK for a temporary international assignment anywhere in the world.
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Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Circular No 230 disclosure: to ensure compliance with requirements imposed by US Treasury Regulations, Proskauer Rose informs the reader that any US tax advice contained in this communication was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of: (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code; or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
This article does not seek to address any and all of the issues that internationally mobile executives and their employers will need to address in the context of transfers to and from the US and the UK. Specifically, it does not deal with the complex issues that may arise from the various forms of employee benefits and incentives often awarded to executives in both the US and the UK.

US tax issues

This section discusses US tax issues that pertain to UK executives working temporarily in the US, including the differing US tax issues faced by UK executives based on their status as US tax residents or non-residents, plus the impact of the tax treaty between the US and the UK.¹

Unlike most other countries, including the UK, the US taxes citizens and resident aliens on their worldwide income, regardless of source. Because most other countries (including the UK) have a system based primarily on source, foreign-source income earned by US citizens or residents is often taxed in the foreign jurisdiction where the services are provided and then taxed again in the US.

This potential double taxation is mitigated in many cases by treaty arrangements between the US and the other country that could claim the ability to tax income earned within its borders. Most treaties are generally consistent in their pattern and treatment of various key issues, such as the determination of residence and income source and the taxation of earned income and retirement benefits. The US/UK Tax Treaty will be discussed in further detail below.

In addition to the treaty network, the US employs a foreign tax credit system whereby, in general, foreign taxes paid on foreign-source income may be used as credit against US taxes otherwise imposed on such foreign income under the US worldwide system.

Residency

For UK executives employed in the US, a key threshold determination is whether such executive will be treated as a tax resident or non-resident of the US.

Residents and non-residents are taxed in the US according to very different rules regarding income, deductions and tax rates. As discussed below, a

non-resident alien is taxed by the US on US source income only. A resident alien, however, is subject to US tax on worldwide income, regardless of the source of payment of the income.²

Residency determination

Under US law, two separate tests are used to determine the tax residency of a foreign individual. If either test is met, the individual is a US tax resident and, subject to the applicable provisions of the US/UK Tax Treaty, is generally subject to the same tax laws as US citizens.³ The residency tests are:

- the lawful permanent resident, or green-card test; and
- the substantial presence test.

If either test is met for any part of a tax year, the individual is a US resident for that part of the year. Therefore, during the first and last years of a US assignment, the foreign individual may be both a non-resident for part of the year and a resident for part of the year. This situation of a ‘dual-status taxpayer’ will be discussed further below.

**Green-card test**

A foreign individual who is a lawful permanent resident of the US at any time during the calendar year is a US tax resident. Residency is effective from the first day the foreign individual is present in the US while possessing an alien registration card, or ‘green card’.⁴ A green-card holder remains a US resident until the green card is revoked or administratively or judicially abandoned, even if the foreign individual returns to his home country prior to abandonment.

**Substantial presence test**

Substantial presence is based on the number of days a foreign individual is present in the US.⁵ To meet the substantial presence test, a foreign individual must be present in the US for at least 31 days during the current year, and 183 days during the three-year period that includes the current year and the two previous years. In counting the 183 days, each day of presence in the current year counts as one day; each day of presence in the preceding year counts as one-third of a day; and each day of presence in the second preceding year counts as one-sixth of a day.

² Treasury Regulations, § 1.1-1.
⁴ IRC, § 7701(b)(2)(A)(ii); Treasury Regulations, § 301.7701(b)-1(b).
⁵ IRC, § 7701(b)(3); Treasury Regulations, § 301.7701(b)-1(c).
If the substantial presence test is met for any calendar year, the executive is generally a tax resident for the entire calendar year; however, with respect to the first year of the executive’s tax residency on account of substantial presence, the executive becomes a tax resident only from the first day that he is physically present in the US during that calendar year. Where a foreign individual can demonstrate a closer connection to their home country, up to ten days of US presence may be disregarded when determining the first day of US residency, although such days are still counted in the 183-day formula. Residency continues until the foreign individual moves away from the US, resumes his foreign residence and remains a non-resident for the next calendar year.

**Exceptions to the substantial presence test**

Presence in the US is ignored, however, in the circumstances described below.

- **Short stopovers.** Presence while in transit between two points outside the US is ignored if the person is in the country for less than 24 hours.
- **Medical emergency.** A day of presence in the US is disregarded if the taxpayer is unable to leave the US on such day because of a medical condition which arose while such individual was present in the country.

If excluding any of these days disqualifies the foreign individual from meeting the substantial presence test, the individual is not a US resident for that year.

In addition, an individual will not be treated as meeting the substantial presence test if he is present in the US for less than 183 days in the current year, he has a tax home in a foreign country, and he maintains a closer connection to that foreign country than to the US (eg, the executive maintains the family home, bank accounts, voting registration, personal belongings, driver’s licence, etc in the home country).

**Impact of US/UK Tax Treaty**

Under many US tax treaties, if a foreign individual is a tax resident of both the US and his home country then certain ‘tie breaker’ rules will apply to determine tax residence for treaty purposes. Generally, under the US/UK Tax Treaty, the individual will be deemed to be a resident only of the country in which he has a permanent home available to him. If he has a permanent

---

6 IRC, § 7701(b)(2)(A)(iii).
7 IRC, § 7701(b)(2)(B); Treasury Regulations, § 301.7701(b)-4(c)(1).
8 Treasury Regulations, § 301.7701(b)-4(b)(1).
9 IRC, § 301.7701(b)-3(d).
10 IRC, § 301.7701(b)-3(c).
11 IRC, §301.7701(b)-2(a).
home available to him in both countries, he will be deemed to be a resident only of the country with which his personal and economic relations are closer, his so-called ‘centre of vital interests’.

If this ‘centre of vital interests’ cannot be determined, then he is deemed to be a resident of the country in which he has a ‘habitual abode’; and if he has a ‘habitual abode’ in both countries (or neither of them), then he is a resident of the country of which he is a national. Finally, if he is a national of both countries, or neither of them, the competent authorities of both states are to settle the question by mutual agreement.\textsuperscript{12}

Non-resident aliens

A non-resident alien is a foreign executive who is neither a US citizen nor a green-card holder and who does not meet the substantial presence test described above; or if he meets the substantial presence test, he is not treated as a US tax resident according to the ‘closer connection’ test described above or by operation of the ‘tie breaker’ rule set forth above.\textsuperscript{13} Non-resident aliens are subject to tax only on certain income derived from US sources and not on their worldwide income. Tax on US source income other than compensation (which is subject to employment tax withholding) is usually collected by the payor via a 30 per cent withholding tax.

Compensation

All US source compensation received, regardless of the form of payment, is included in gross income for a non-resident alien.\textsuperscript{14} This includes salaries, commissions, tips, bonuses, retirement benefits and certain fringe benefits. Benefits in kind are also included in gross income as compensation. For example, non-resident aliens whose employers provide or reimburse them for housing or automobiles are generally required to report the value of the benefit received or the amount of these payments in the employee’s US gross income.

Reimbursed business expenses may generally be excluded from income. One category of reimbursed living expenses may also qualify as a reimbursed business expense that can be excluded from income: payments for expenses made to or on behalf of an employee while away from home (for this purpose

\textsuperscript{12} US/UK Tax Treaty, Article 4(4).
\textsuperscript{13} IRC, § 7701(b)(1)(B).
\textsuperscript{14} IRC, § 871(a)(1)(A).
generally defined as the location of one’s business or employment, the ‘tax’ home concept) for one year or less.\textsuperscript{15}

Generally, compensation for labour and personal services performed entirely within the US is defined as US source income, while compensation for services performed entirely outside of the US is defined as foreign source income.\textsuperscript{16} The ‘place-of-performance’ test applies irrespective of where the contract was made, the place of payment, or the residence of the payor.\textsuperscript{17}

Compensation for services performed both within and without the US is allocated between US and foreign sources. Compensation paid to an entity or to an individual other than as an employee for personal services is allocated between US and foreign sources ‘on the basis that most correctly reflects the proper source of the income under the facts and circumstances of the particular case’.\textsuperscript{18} In many cases, apportionment on a time basis will be the proper method under the facts and circumstances.\textsuperscript{19}

Compensation paid to a foreign individual as an employee is typically apportioned on a time basis.\textsuperscript{20} Thus, compensation for services performed in the US usually equals the product of total compensation and the ratio of the number of days of performance of services in the US to the total number of days of performance of services.\textsuperscript{21}

The source of taxable fringe benefits is usually determined in the same way as the source of wages and salaries. However, the sources of six types of taxable fringe benefits – namely housing, education, local transportation, tax reimbursement, hazardous or hardship duty pay and moving expense reimbursement benefits – are determined on a ‘geographical basis’.\textsuperscript{22} The meaning of ‘geographical basis’ varies from one fringe benefit to another. For example, the geographical source of a housing, education or local transportation fringe benefit is the taxpayer’s principal place of work.\textsuperscript{23}

\textit{De minimis} rule for sourcing compensation

Under an exception to the general compensation-sourcing rule, compensation received by a non-resident alien from US sources is exempt

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{15} IRC, § 162(a); Treasury Regulations, § 1.162-2.
\item \textsuperscript{16} IRC, § 861(a)(3); Treasury Regulations, § 1.861-4(a)(1).
\item \textsuperscript{17} Treasury Regulations, § 1.861-4(a)(1).
\item \textsuperscript{18} IRC, § 1.861-4(b)(1)(i).
\item \textsuperscript{19} IRC, § 1.861-4(b)(1)(i).
\item \textsuperscript{20} IRC, § 1.861-4(b)(2)(ii)(A).
\item \textsuperscript{21} IRC, § 1.861-4(b)(2)(ii)(E).
\item \textsuperscript{22} IRC, §§ 1.861-4(b)(2)(ii)(B) and 1.861-4(b)(2)(ii)(D).
\item \textsuperscript{23} IRC, §§ 1.861-4(b)(2)(ii)(D)(1), (2) and (3).
\end{itemize}
from tax if it does not exceed US$3,000. If it exceeds this amount, all of the individual’s US source compensation income is subject to tax. To qualify for this limited exception, a taxpayer must meet the following three requirements:²⁴

- the non-resident alien individual must be temporarily present in the US for a total of no more than 90 days during the taxable year;
- the total compensation received by the non-resident alien individual for the services or labour performed in the US must not exceed US$3,000 in the aggregate; and
- the non-resident alien must perform the services or labour as an employee of, or under contract with, either
  - a non-resident alien, foreign partnership or foreign corporation not engaged in a US trade or business; or
  - a US citizen or resident alien individual, a domestic partnership or a domestic corporation, but only if the services or labour are performed for an office or place of business maintained by such individual, partnership or corporation in a foreign country or US possession.

**Capital gains**

Non-resident aliens are generally exempt from US capital gains tax; however, a non-resident alien may be subject to US capital gains tax in any one of the following circumstances:

- the capital gains are effectively connected with the conduct of a US trade or business;
- the non-resident alien is present in the US for 183 or more days during the year in which the gain is realised;²⁵ or
- the capital gain is from the sale of a US real property interest.²⁶

**Withholding obligations**

Generally, remuneration for services performed by a non-resident alien within the US is classified as ‘wages’ for withholding tax purposes and, in general,  

---

²⁴ IRC, § 861(a)(3); Treasury Regulations, § 1.861-4(a)(1)(i), (ii) and (iii).
²⁵ Treasury Regulations, § 1.871-7(d). A foreign individual can be a non-resident alien while physically present in the US for 183 days if either a portion of the days are excluded for purposes of the substantial presence test or the individual is a non-resident on the basis of a treaty with his home country. Gain from the sale of the stock of US corporations or stocks which are traded on a US stock exchange may be treated as US source income if the non-resident alien has a ‘tax home’ in the US.
²⁶ IRC, § 897.
for US tax purposes, an employer, whether foreign or domestic, is required to establish a US payroll account for each non-resident alien employee who receives compensation for services rendered in the US. The determination of who is the ‘employer’ is critical for this purpose. The amount withheld is then credited as an estimated prepayment against the employee’s final US income tax due for the applicable year. Unless specifically exempted from withholding by law or by treaty, foreign employers will be subject to US withholding requirements even if they have no office or assets in the US.

The regulations under section 3401(a)(6) of the IRC provide, however, an exemption from wage tax withholding in the case of remuneration for services performed in the US that is exempt from federal income tax under an applicable income tax treaty. For example, in most treaties, including the US/UK Tax Treaty, an employee who is present in the US for not more than 183 days in a single year is exempt from US tax, without dollar limitation, so long as his employer is also resident in the treaty country (and this rule is expanded in the US/UK Tax Treaty to include any non-US employer).27

Resident aliens

Income of resident aliens

If a foreign individual becomes a US resident for tax purposes, either for part of the year or for the entire calendar year, the resident is subject to tax on worldwide income for the portion of the year during which he is a US resident. Determining US gross income is relatively easy under these circumstances because all income, regardless of its source, is included.

Living abroad exclusion

US resident aliens (and US citizens) living abroad may be able to claim an exclusion for earned income derived from a foreign jurisdiction, and an exclusion or deduction for housing costs,28 under section 911 of the IRC. This exclusion is limited by an annually adjusted ceiling, which for

---

27 For this exception to apply, however, the foreign employee must supply the employer with a statement which must include, among other things: (1) a declaration that the wages to be paid are, or will be, exempt from income tax under a tax treaty; (2) the provision and tax convention under which the exemption is claimed; (3) the country of which the employee is a resident; and (4) sufficient facts to justify the claim for exemption. See Treasury Regulations, §§ 31.3401(a)(6)-1(f) and 1.1441-4(b)(2)(ii).

28 Amounts paid for directly or reimbursed by an employer are eligible for the exclusion, while unreimbursed amounts paid by the employee are eligible for the deduction. The amount of the deduction cannot exceed the limit applicable to the exclusion.
2012 is US$95,100 for foreign-earned income and US$13,314 for housing costs, amounting to US$108,414, allocated for the applicable portion of the year(s) spent living abroad. However, in no event may the sum of the foreign-earned income exclusion and the foreign housing cost amount exclusion exceed the individual’s foreign-earned income for the tax year.

If a citizen or resident can show that his tax home is in a foreign country, there are two ways to qualify for the section 911 exclusion. First, a US citizen (and most residents) may establish that he has been a bona fide resident of a foreign country or countries for an uninterrupted period that includes an entire taxable year. Alternatively, a citizen or resident of the US may qualify for the section 911 exclusion if he, during any period of 12 consecutive months, is present in a foreign country or countries during at least 330 full days. Qualification under either test allows the individual to claim the section 911 exclusion for certain foreign-earned income and the attendant housing cost amount for the taxable years which contain the period spent living abroad. The exclusion is elective.

**INVESTMENT INCOME SURTAX**

Beginning in 2013, US residents (and citizens) will also become subject to an additional surtax levied on their investment income. A Medicare surtax of 3.8 per cent will be levied on dividends, interest and capital gains recognised in taxable years beginning after 31 December 2012, but only to the extent that a taxpayer’s income exceeds certain specified thresholds. Employers and employees will need to include this additional surtax in their analysis of the tax costs of becoming a US tax resident.

30 IRC, § 911(d)(7).
31 Although resident aliens are excluded from the bona fide resident test under section 911, the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) construes the non-discrimination provision contained in most income tax treaties to require the application of the bona fide residence test of section 911 to nationals of treaty countries. See Revenue Ruling 91-58, 1991-2 CB 340.
32 IRC, §§ 911(d)(1)(A) and (B); Treasury Regulations, § 1.911-2(a).
33 Treasury Regulations, § 1.911-3(d).
34 IRC, § 911(e)(1); Treasury Regulations, § 1.911-7.
35 IRC, § 1411. The surtax is levied on the lesser of (1) the taxpayer’s investment income; and (2) the amount by which a taxpayer’s modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) exceeds the threshold amount, which ranges from US$125,000 to US$250,000 depending on filing status. Income excluded under section 911 is added back to the adjusted gross income in order to determine the MAGI.
Foreign account reporting

It is worth noting that in the event a foreign executive becomes a US tax resident on account of his assignment to the US, and the executive holds an interest in a foreign bank account or other foreign financial asset, he may be required to file one or two reports with the IRS, pursuant to recent changes made under the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FACTA). First, under a provision added to the IRC in 2010, and effective with respect to returns due for 2011, a US citizen or tax resident with an interest in a foreign financial asset may be required to include an information return on this asset with his income tax returns. 36 A person who fails to report a foreign financial account or asset may be liable for substantial penalties for any understatement of tax liability that is attributable to the account or asset and for the failure to file the information return. 37 

Secondly, a citizen or resident who is an owner or co-owner of, has a financial interest in, or has signature or other authority over, a bank, securities or other financial account in a foreign country, which accounts have an aggregate value in excess of US$10,000 at any time during the calendar year, must report such accounts annually. 38 This return is known as a ‘Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts’ (FBAR). The IRS may impose a substantial penalty on persons who fail to file an FBAR. The FBAR requirement applies to all citizens and residents of the US. It also appears to apply to foreign individuals who are US tax residents under US law despite the fact that they may be treated as non-resident aliens pursuant to a tax treaty. The FBAR is due by 30 June of the year following the calendar year being reported.

Impact of section 409A of the IRC

One tricky area that practitioners and advisors should be aware of involves section 409A of the IRC. Section 409A of the IRC was first enacted in late 2004 and governs the taxation of deferred compensation. Because it applies alike to US citizens and tax residents who work outside of the US, it has a broad extraterritorial reach. Multinational employers and foreign employers who hire US taxpayers outside of the US, or who assign executives to the US who may become US tax residents, are often unaware of section 409A and its complex set of rules which may require early income inclusion prior to payment of the deferred compensation and impose an additional 20 per cent tax and

36 IRC, § 6038D.
37 IRC, § 6662(j).
penalty interest on recipients of non-compliant deferred compensation (which is very broadly defined and may include severance payments and certain reimbursements). The requirements of section 409A are highly complex and beyond the scope of this article. Employers (and employees) are well advised to seek experienced counsel when dealing with deferred compensation matters.

**Dual-status designation**

It is possible for a foreign individual to be both a non-resident and a resident in the initial year and final year of his US assignment, a so-called ‘dual-status’ taxpayer.\(^3^9\) However, dual-status taxpayers have the option to elect to be treated as US residents for the entire year.\(^4^0\)

Income for dual-status taxpayers is determined using the same rules for resident or non-resident aliens explained above. Only US source income is taxable for the part of the year during which the foreign individual is a non-resident alien.\(^4^1\) Once the foreign individual becomes a US resident, he is taxed on worldwide income.\(^4^2\)

A married dual-status taxpayer is not allowed to file a joint tax return.\(^4^3\) Such taxpayers instead are taxed using the married filing separately rates to determine their tax liabilities for the residency period.

The limitations and restrictions of a dual-status taxpayer may result in a higher tax liability for married individuals. Therefore, a married dual-status taxpayer and his or her spouse may elect to be treated as full-year residents for tax purposes. The married couple may elect by using one of two joint-return elections or a combination of two elections.\(^4^4\) The appropriate election depends on whether one spouse or both spouses are resident aliens at the end of the year.\(^4^5\)

**Social security tax and totalisation agreements**

The US Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) provides a federal system of old-age, survivors, disability and hospital insurance to all eligible persons reaching retirement age (or other prescribed payment events). FICA is comprised of two taxes: social security tax and Medicare tax. The social security tax finances the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance portions of FICA. The Medicare tax finances the hospital insurance portion of FICA.

---

39 IRC, § 7701(b)(2); Treasury Regulations, § 1.871-13(a)(1).
40 IRC, §§ 6013(g) and 6013(h).
41 IRC, § 872(a).
42 IRC, § 7701(b)(1)(A); Treasury Regulations, § 1.1-1(b).
43 IRC, § 6013(a)(1); Treasury Regulations, § 1.6013-1(b).
44 IRC, §§ 6013(g) or 6013(h); Treasury Regulations, §§ 1.6013-6 and 1.6013-7.
45 Treasury Regulations, § 1.6013-6(a)(1).
All US citizens/residents and all non-residents employed in the US are subject to FICA taxes; there is no applicable minimum number of days worked or amount of wages earned.\footnote{IRC, § 3101(a).} Surprisingly, it is not entirely clear how employment taxes are sourced where an executive works both within and without the US. It would be logical to apply the ‘place-of-performance’ rule discussed above that applies to the determination of US source compensation for income tax purposes. Applying these rules, compensation for services performed in the US would be subject to FICA, whereas compensation for services performed abroad for a non-US employer would generally be exempt from FICA.\footnote{Ibid § 3121(b).}

All US citizens and residents employed by a US employer outside the US are also subject to the FICA tax.\footnote{Ibid § 3121(b).} A ‘US employer’ is a domestic corporation, individual resident of the US, partnership at least two-thirds of whose partners are US residents, or trust whose trustees are all US residents.\footnote{Ibid § 3121(h).}

The social security tax is calculated by applying the social security tax rate (currently 6.2 per cent) to the employee’s wages up to the threshold amount (adjusted annually for inflation – currently US$110,100), for a combined employer/employee rate of 12.4 per cent. Under a temporary provision, the employee portion of the social security tax has been reduced for 2012 to 4.2 per cent, resulting in a combined 10.4 per cent rate for 2012.\footnote{Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-96, Sec. 1001(a), 126 Stat. 158.}

No maximum threshold exists for the Medicare tax, so the tax is calculated by applying the Medicare rate (currently 1.45 per cent) to the employee’s total compensation, for a combined employer/employee rate of 2.9 per cent.\footnote{IRC, § 3101(b) [Employee] and 3111(b) [Employer]} Both the social security and Medicare taxes are assessed on both the employee and the employer, with the employer withholding the employee’s portion and remitting all FICA taxes to the federal taxing authorities.\footnote{Note that partners and other non-employees are subject to the self-employment income tax imposed under section 1402 of the IRC at a rate equal to the combined employer and employee FICA and Medicare tax rates.}

UK executives working in the US who otherwise may be subject to the social security laws of both the US and the UK may elect\footnote{Under the US/UK Social Security Treaty: see note 68 below.} to remain on the UK system, as explained in greater detail in the section on National Insurance contributions below. Similarly, a US executive who is temporarily transferred (ie, for up to five years) by a US employer to work in the UK may obtain a certificate of coverage under the US/UK Social Security Treaty to continue to be covered under the US system and be exempt from coverage under the UK system. The worker and employer would continue to contribute to the US system only.
US/UK Tax Treaty

Income from personal services

The US/UK Tax Treaty, in dealing with the taxation of income from personal services, distinguishes between ‘independent’ (self-employment) and ‘dependent’ (employment) personal services. The US/UK Tax Treaty also provides special treatment for individuals who are ‘artistes or athletes’ and for amounts received in certain circumstances in respect of the services of an artiste or athlete.

Independent personal services

Generally, services rendered as a director of a corporation, or rendered by physicians, lawyers, engineers, architects, dentists, consultants and accountants, performing personal services as sole proprietors or partners, are independent personal services, whereas the income earned by the employees of such persons, or as an officer of a corporation, is considered to be income from dependent personal services.

Under the US/UK Tax Treaty, income derived by an individual who is a resident of the US or the UK from the performance of personal services in an independent capacity may be taxed by that country of residence, and such income will be exempt from tax by the other state unless the individual is present in the other state for a period or periods exceeding 183 days in the tax year, but only to the extent such income is attributable to services performed in the other state. In addition, income from personal services may be taxed in the other state if the individual has a ‘fixed base’ regularly available to him for the purpose of performing his activities, but only to the extent such income is attributable to services performed in the other state. The term ‘fixed base’ is synonymous with the term ‘permanent establishment’ as described in Article 5 of the US/UK Tax Treaty.

Dependent personal services

Article 15 of the US/UK Tax Treaty deals with the taxation of income in respect of dependent personal services, which applies to employment rather than independent contractors, owners or directors. Subject to the US/UK Tax Treaty provisions governing pensions (Article 18) and government service (Article 19), salaries, wages and other similar remuneration derived by an individual who is a resident of either the US or the UK from labour or personal services performed as an employee (of any person) may be
taxed only by that state unless the employment is exercised in the other state. Except as provided in the next paragraph, remuneration derived with respect to services performed within the other state may also be taxed by the other state.

Remuneration derived by an individual who is a resident of one state in respect of employment exercised in the other state will be exempt from tax by the other state if: (a) the employee is present in the other state for a period or periods totalling less than 183 days in the taxable year; (b) the employee’s remuneration is paid by or on behalf of an employer who is not a resident of the other state; and (c) the remuneration is not borne as such by a permanent establishment or fixed base which the employer has in the other state. Such income may nevertheless be taxed by the other state if the individual is a citizen of the other state, pursuant to the saving clause of paragraph 4 of Article 1 (General Scope). This has implications for US citizens who are taxed on their worldwide income.

In the US, remuneration from employment services is not viewed as having been borne by the permanent establishment or fixed base maintained in the US if the employee is performing stewardship or overseeing functions for the benefit of a resident of or a permanent establishment maintained in the UK. However, the remuneration will be considered to be borne by the permanent establishment or fixed base maintained in the US if the remuneration is paid for activities other than stewardship or overseeing functions and the permanent establishment or fixed base is entitled to claim the employee’s remuneration as a deduction in computing taxable income for US purposes because the remuneration is definitely related and allocable to its gross income or a class of its gross income pursuant to section 861 of the US Tax Code and the regulations thereunder.

State and local taxation

Most US states and a number of local governments, cities and counties impose an income tax on residents and non-residents who derive income from sources within their jurisdiction. A resident of a state or locality is generally taxed on worldwide income, regardless of its source. A non-resident of a state or locality is taxed only on income from sources within the state, although some localities do not tax the income of non-residents at all.

US tax treaties do not cover state and local income taxation. Therefore, while a foreign executive may not be a US tax resident due to the application of a tax treaty, the executive, on account of being domiciled in a state or having a permanent place of abode in that state and being present a sufficient number
of days (generally more than 183), may be subject to state and local income taxation in circumstances where no US federal income tax would apply.

**UK tax issues**

This section addresses key areas of concern in relation to tax that has an impact on those moving from the US to work temporarily in the UK. Again, where applicable, there is also a focus on more general issues that apply to internationally mobile executives or to executives who may move temporarily from the UK.

**Liability to UK tax**

Liability to UK tax is determined in relation not only to UK residence but also to the concepts of ‘ordinary residence’ and ‘domicile’, the last two concepts being uniquely Anglo-Saxon. Most countries have a statutory definition of ‘residence’ for individuals but none of the above-mentioned terms is currently defined in UK law. However, it is important to note that the law in this area is in a state of development and this could be about to change. A consultation document and draft legislation were published in June 2011 with a view to introducing a statutory residence test and the abolition, except for very limited circumstances, of the concept of ‘ordinary residence’. Responses to this consultation and further draft legislation were published in June 2012 and the process continues with a view to enactment in the Finance Bill 2013. However, since this is not yet part of UK law, this article addresses issues of residence, ordinary residence and domicile only in the context of current law and makes no comment on the most recent proposals to change this. It should also be noted that there are no plans to introduce a statutory definition of domicile or to change the tax treatment of those regarded as non-domiciled from a UK tax perspective.

The absence of statutory tests for these key terms means that reliance is currently placed on case law and on the guidance54 issued by Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs (HMRC) which documents, in broad terms, HMRC’s approach to residence, ordinary residence and domicile, while emphasising that all cases will be fact-specific. Given the acknowledgement that each case turns on its facts, it is always vitally important that advice is taken before any assumptions are made regarding an executive’s residence, ordinary residence or domicile status. However, there are some key criteria to be aware of.

---

54 Currently HMRC6, formerly IR20.
An individual will be regarded as a UK resident if he is physically present in the UK for 183 days or more during the UK tax year\textsuperscript{55} which, for historic reasons, runs from 6 April to 5 April. In contrast to the substantial presence test under US law, there are no exceptions to the UK presence rule. However, an individual will also be regarded as a UK resident if he is not physically present in the UK for 183 days but fulfils certain other criteria – these include property, family and social connections.\textsuperscript{56} There is increased attention to these areas as opposed to strict day counting.\textsuperscript{57} In terms of attention to mobile individuals, it is fair to suggest that HMRC is far more likely to scrutinise the position of an individual who has been a UK resident but then claims non-resident status than they are to one who has never been a UK resident. This is because it stands to reason that a ‘departing’ executive is far more likely to retain links to the UK, which might be suggestive of residence. Accordingly, former UK resident individuals who subsequently take the position that they are no longer resident need to take extra care. This position is reflected in the proposed legislation giving a statutory definition of residence where different rules apply to those leaving the UK.

Ordinary residence implies that a person’s presence in the UK is part of his settled and habitual pattern of life for the time being. This generally implies that a person is in the UK for a settled purpose, although this is not necessarily a permanent situation. An individual may be resident in the UK without being ordinarily resident or, less frequently, be non-resident but remain ordinarily resident.\textsuperscript{58}

Domicile is a different concept altogether and is where a person is regarded as having his settled home. Everyone has a domicile of origin – this is the domicile of their father at the time of their birth for those with married parents and of their mother for those with unmarried parents.\textsuperscript{59} A person may subsequently abandon their domicile of origin but it is not uncommon for individuals to be resident in the UK for many years while still being domiciled elsewhere. Some individuals may even be domiciled outside the UK having lived in the UK all their life. Internationally mobile executives resident in the UK are invariably non-domiciled unless they come to regard the UK as their permanent, settled home, which will only happen in very limited circumstances. Again, it should be noted that individuals who have a domicile of origin abroad are less likely to be the subject of HMRC scrutiny into their domicile; and those who claim to have abandoned what was originally a UK domicile face a greater risk of enquiry in this area.

\textsuperscript{55} HMRC\textsuperscript{6}, paragraph 2.2.
\textsuperscript{56} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{57} See \textit{R (Gaines-Cooper) v HMRC} [2011] UKSC 47.
\textsuperscript{58} HMRC\textsuperscript{6}, paragraph 3.2.
\textsuperscript{59} Ibid paragraph 4.3.1.
Part one above (US tax issues) deals with the application of the US/UK Tax Treaty to questions of residence. This may well serve to modify the above rules in the context of US nationals coming to the UK to work for a period of time.

**Arrival in the UK**

If, on arrival in the UK, an executive plans to remain for three years or more, then he will be both resident and ordinarily resident from the date of arrival.\(^60\) If, on arrival in the UK, he plans to remain for an initial period of at least two years, then he will be resident from the date of arrival but not necessarily ordinarily resident; this will depend on the facts. If he comes to the UK for less than two years or for no fixed period, then his residence and ordinary residence will depend on the facts. However, if he is physically present in the UK for more than 91 days, on average, in three consecutive tax years, he will be both resident and ordinarily resident from the beginning of the fourth tax year.\(^61\) Obviously, this could also happen at an earlier date, depending on the facts.

Given the above rules, it is common for executives to come to the UK for no fixed period at first. This means that they are neither resident nor ordinarily resident, immediately, which may have certain favourable tax implications, as explained in further detail below.

**UK tax implications of residence/domicile status**

The foregoing rules in relation to residence and domicile need to be reviewed in the context of their tax impact. Those individuals not ordinarily resident in the UK, regardless of their domicile, are eligible to use what is known as the remittance basis of tax on foreign income, including certain employment income. This means that, on items of income that are not UK source income, they are only subject to UK tax to the extent such income is brought into or remitted to the UK. Those individuals who are not domiciled in the UK are entitled to use the remittance basis on items of both income and gain which are not UK-source. There are very complicated rules regarding what constitutes a ‘remittance’, which are beyond the scope of this article but, very broadly, an item of income is regarded as being remitted to the UK if it is brought into the UK. For the purposes of this article, the basic tax implications of residence and domicile are important to identify in the context of the internationally mobile executive.

\(^{60}\) *Ibid* paragraph 7.2.

\(^{61}\) *Ibid* paragraph 7.5.
UK tax implications on employment income of residence, ordinary residence and domicile

This section provides a summary of the treatment of employment income for those of differing UK residence and domicile status and with differing locations of work and residence of employer. In some cases, more than one of these situations may apply to an executive in a given tax year.

**Working wholly outside the UK for a UK employer**
- If an executive is resident and ordinarily resident, he will pay tax on all of his earnings.
- If an executive is resident but not ordinarily resident, he will only pay tax on earnings remitted to the UK.

It makes no difference whether the executive is domiciled in the UK.

**Working partly in and partly outside the UK for a UK employer**
- If an executive is resident and ordinarily resident, he will pay tax on all of his earnings.
- If an executive is resident but not ordinarily resident:
  - for work he does in the UK, he will pay tax on all of his earnings; or
  - for work he does overseas, he will only pay tax on any earnings remitted to the UK.

It makes no difference whether the executive is domiciled in the UK.

**Working partly in and partly outside the UK for an overseas employer**
- If an executive is resident and ordinarily resident, he will pay tax on all of his earnings.
- If an executive is resident but not ordinarily resident:
  - for work he does in the UK, he will pay tax on all his earnings; or
  - for work he does overseas, he will only pay tax on any earnings remitted to the UK.

It makes no difference whether the executive is domiciled in the UK.

---

62 The relevant provisions are found in the Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003.
63 It should be noted that the summary below does not deal with minor exceptional cases, such as the Seafarers’ Earnings Deduction.
WORKING WHOLLY OUTSIDE THE UK FOR AN OVERSEAS EMPLOYER

- If an executive is resident but not domiciled he will only pay tax on earnings remitted to the UK – it makes no difference whether he is ordinarily resident.
- If an executive is resident and domiciled:
  - he will pay tax on all his earnings if he is ordinarily resident; or
  - he will only pay tax on earnings remitted to the UK if he is not ordinarily resident.

It can be seen from the above summary that residence, ordinary residence and domicile can make a significant difference in terms of an individual’s liability to UK tax on employment income. Of most importance in the context of the above summary is the shift in position between a non-domiciled individual who works partly in and partly outside the UK for an overseas employer and one who works wholly outside the UK for an overseas employer. In the former circumstances, the individual concerned may use the remittance basis of taxation for work done overseas, provided that he is not ordinarily resident in the UK. Once he becomes ordinarily resident, the right to use the remittance basis is lost. However, the remittance basis is available to an individual who works wholly outside the UK for an overseas employer as long as such individual is non-domiciled. This results in the potential for ‘dual contracts’ for non-domiciled individuals.

Domicile and dual contracts

Most executives who live and work in the UK are likely to become UK resident and, if they remain in the UK for more than three years, they will also become ordinarily resident for the reasons described above. As stated above, this may occur at an earlier date. However, typically foreign executives will take the position that they continue to be non-domiciled for UK tax purposes since they do not intend to remain in the UK permanently.

As stated above, executives who have two separate employments – one with a UK employer and one with a foreign employer – can continue to use the remittance basis of taxation on their earnings from foreign employment where the work for that foreign employment is carried out wholly overseas. Thus, a popular proposal is that a non-domiciled executive works for employer A in the UK and employer B, a foreign employer, outside the UK. The conclusion from the above rules is that only the earnings from employer A are subject to UK tax (unless earnings from employer B are remitted to the UK, which would be unlikely to occur if correctly addressed).
HMRC have extremely strict rules in relation to such dual contracts. They have made it very clear that they will not accept dual income arrangements unless there is a commercial rationale for two separate roles undertaken in both the UK and overseas; an artificial division of essentially one job will not be accepted. Specifically, if the job was originally a single role and the dual contract proposal only arose because an executive was non-domiciled, the arrangements will automatically be regarded as a single job. This can be important when executives request a change in their arrangements on becoming ordinarily resident in the UK but remaining non-domiciled.

HMRC have also, as recently as March 2012, made it clear that they will closely review records to determine exactly where employment is being performed, including electronic records. There must be evidence that the overseas role is genuinely being performed wholly overseas. It needs to be acknowledged that compliance with this is likely to be difficult in an era of electronic communications where e-mail, etc related to the overseas employment may well be sent (or even merely opened) while the executive involved is in the UK. This might result in the position being taken by HMRC that the employment is not being performed wholly outside the UK and any planning is thus no longer effective.

From a UK tax perspective, dual contract arrangements should be approached with extreme caution. It is rare to encounter circumstances in which they can operate effectively and it must always be assumed that such arrangements will be closely scrutinised by HMRC and must be robust to withstand such scrutiny.

**Employment income tax: rates and compliance**

Executives performing their employment activity in the UK will be liable for UK income tax on related employment income. Employment income is widely defined and will include certain benefits in kind provided by an employer. Income tax is imposed at graduated rates with the highest rate of 50 per cent being applicable to income in excess of £150,000 per year. As can be seen from the above summary in relation to residence and liability to tax, there is no specific *de minimis* on the amount of work which needs to be performed in the UK for the liability to tax to arise. Accordingly, in theory, any employment activity in the UK will give rise to UK tax. Thus, again in theory, a business trip by an executive working for a foreign employer will result in UK tax issues. However, practice does not reflect this. HMRC show some flexibility as to when UK tax needs to be accounted for – this is highly unlikely to be necessary if the executive is present in the UK for less than a

---

64 The 50 per cent rate will fall to 45 per cent in April 2013.
month. There are also some links to visa status in this field – an executive present in the UK on a standard visitor’s visa is unlikely to attract attention. Equally, this area is often covered by the ‘employment income’ Article of a typical double tax treaty so that short-term postings to the UK of executives working for foreign employers are likely to be protected by the relevant treaty. Analysis of each and every potentially applicable treaty is beyond the scope of this article but, in relation to the US, this is addressed to some extent below in the discussion on reliefs and protection.

The UK operates a system known as ‘pay-as-you-earn’ (PAYE), in which UK employers withhold income taxes due on employment income and duly remit the relevant amounts to HMRC. Nearly all employers are legally obliged to operate this system.

In the context of the internationally mobile executive, this is fairly straightforward if the executive concerned will be working in the UK for a UK company, since PAYE will automatically be set up and will address the necessary compliance. The issue becomes more difficult if the executive is working in the UK for a foreign employer and there are certain rules in this area to deal with the need for compliance.

If the executive is providing services through a UK company, then that company can be deemed to be the employer for PAYE purposes and thus be obliged to account for PAYE. This circumstance can arise if, for example, the executive remains technically employed by an affiliated foreign company but works for a while, for example on secondment for a UK company in the same affiliated group. That UK affiliated company would, for PAYE purposes, be regarded as the executive’s employer and withholding for PAYE would be accounted for through the company’s payroll.

If the executive is not providing his services through a UK company, but the overseas employer nevertheless has a permanent establishment in the UK, and the executive is working for them in the UK, then the foreign employer will be obliged to register for PAYE and withhold and remit the relevant amount from the executive concerned. The term ‘permanent establishment’ is subjective and may depend on the terms of any applicable double tax treaty. Under the US/UK Tax Treaty (at Article 5, also discussed in the section on ‘independent personal services’ above), which is not atypical in this area, a ‘permanent establishment’ includes a branch or an office but can also include an individual entitled to conclude contracts in the name of the overseas company. Thus, in some circumstances, even the presence in the UK of a single executive can amount to a permanent establishment, depending on the authority of that executive. In terms of PAYE compliance, local PAYE service companies in the

---

65 These rules are found in a body of PAYE regulations issues by HMRC.
UK can assist overseas employers who have a permanent establishment in the UK but who are not of sufficient size to warrant a separate payroll department. Potentially affected companies should always seek specialist advice on whether they have a UK permanent establishment.

If the overseas employer has no permanent establishment in the UK, then the executive will need to comply through self-assessment for his own income tax.

As discussed above, if the executive is not ordinarily resident or not domiciled in the UK, he may elect to use the remittance basis of tax where possible. This brings with it compliance through the UK’s self-assessment system. There may also be a charge for non-domiciles for use of the remittance basis, the amount depending on the amount of time the executive has lived in the UK. Executives should be encouraged to seek advice in this area since, as discussed above, what constitutes a remittance is a complicated matter. There is no obligation for employers to provide assistance to UK executives in this area and employers should ensure that any assertions made by executives as to their residence or domicile status are supported by professional advice.

Employment income tax: reliefs and protection

Treaty relief

The UK has entered into a large number of double tax treaties, the vast majority of which contain provisions relating to employment income. The actual terms of the treaties do vary but they generally give relief for short-term postings. Once an executive has remained in the UK for a certain period of time, he is unlikely to be eligible for treaty relief and the right to tax employment income will be that of the UK, where he is living and working.

The terms of the US/UK Tax Treaty in the area of employment income tax are described in part one (US tax issues) above. As can be seen, these give clear relief for short-term postings for US individuals working temporarily in the UK and vice versa. This, and similar treaties, would thus address ‘short-term’ postings to the UK and the technical issue of exposure to UK income tax.

Unilateral relief

In addition to possible treaty relief, the UK operates a system of foreign tax credit reliefs so that UK taxpayers are not subject to double taxation. The

amount of relief is, generally speaking, the lower of the amount of foreign tax paid and the amount of the UK tax chargeable on that item of income. Relief is restricted to the amount available under the treaty, where such a treaty is in place. These provisions are primarily of benefit to UK residents who are sent to work abroad for short periods in which they remain a UK resident.

**Tax equalisation clauses**

Although not legally mandated under UK or other laws, tax equalisation clauses are commonplace in employment contracts involving internationally mobile executives, to ensure, in the event that other possible reliefs fail, that they are not subject to an amount of tax greater than they would expect to pay in their home country. Such clauses are common in relation to inbound and outbound arrangements involving the UK. Specifically, they are commonplace in contracts in which an individual is sent from the US to work for a period of time in the UK. Generally speaking, US personal income tax rates are lower than those imposed in the UK, so US executives will frequently want to protect their position in this regard.

**National Insurance contributions**

The UK’s social security contributions are known as National Insurance contributions or, more colloquially, NICs. NICs are payable by both employers (employer NICs) and employees (employee NICs). Above certain thresholds, these are imposed at rates of two per cent (employee) and 13.8 per cent (employer). Since tax and NICs are dealt with separately, it is entirely possible for an internationally mobile executive to be paying UK tax but to not be subject to UK NICs.

**Rules in relation to internationally mobile executives**

The general rule and default position is that employees (and accordingly their employers) are required to pay NICs from the outset.

However, NICs are not payable for the first 52 weeks, starting from the first Sunday after the employee arrives in the UK, for an employee:

- who is not normally living or working in the UK;
- who has been sent to work in the UK temporarily by an overseas employer;
- if the employer has a place of business outside the UK even if the employer also has a place of business in the UK; and
- who continues to work for the overseas employer.
Thus, for many executives, there is at least a 52-week period in which NICs are not payable, assuming they fulfil the criteria above. In considering the above criteria, special notice should be taken of the need for the employee to continue to work for the overseas employer. Even if, under the PAYE system described above, the executive’s income tax is accounted for by his employer’s UK subsidiary or similar, the fact that the executive continues to work for his overseas employer would mean that he would fall out of the NIC regime for 52 weeks under the above rules.

**International agreements and NICs**

**European Economic Area countries and Switzerland**

On 1 May 2010, new rules were introduced for internationally mobile executives moving within the European Union (EU) for professional reasons. These modify some of the rules relating to UK NICs for people moving around the European Economic Area (EEA) and their employers. The rules largely replace similar regulations. The new rules were extended to Switzerland from 1 April 2012 and to Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway from 1 June 2012. Prior to this, the UK continued to apply the existing rules contained in Regulation (EC) No 1408/71 to these countries.

Broadly speaking, these rules mean that an executive who is a national of an EEA country or Liechtenstein/Switzerland but is sent to work in another such country for a period of up to two years may continue to contribute to the social security system in his home country. This is a change from the previously applicable period of one year with extension after that.

Where it is intended that an assignment in another Member State will last longer than two years, it is possible to apply for contributions to be paid in the home Member State if that is in the interests of the employee. The circumstances in which Member States should agree to contributions being payable in the employee’s home Member State are set out in the recommendations of the EU Administrative Commission. These are where one of the following applies:

- the employee has specialist knowledge or skills;
- the employee has specific objectives in the host Member State for which the employee’s services are required; or
- it is in the employee’s interest to remain within the home Member State social security regime.

---


68 Regulation (EC) Nos 1408/71 and 574/72.
Although it cannot be entirely assumed, it is not generally difficult to argue that it is in an employee’s interests to continue to contribute to the social security system in their home country.

_Treaty arrangements_

Despite its extensive tax treaty network, there are relatively few jurisdictions with which the UK has a treaty in relation to social security contributions. The jurisdictions with which the UK does have such a treaty are Barbados, Bermuda, Canada, Guernsey, Israel, Jamaica, Japan, Jersey, Mauritius, the Philippines, South Korea, Turkey, the US and the former Yugoslavia (not including Slovenia).

The terms of the treaties vary. However, in accordance with the focus of this article, the arrangements with the US are discussed in more detail below.

_US/UK Social Security Treaty_

Article 4(2) of the US/UK Social Security Treaty\(^{69}\) states that, where the employee of a US or UK employer normally covered under his domestic social security system is sent to the other country to work for his employer for a period of five years or less, he can continue to contribute to his domestic social security system. He needs to obtain a certificate of coverage from his home jurisdiction to do this. This is more generous than the UK domestic law described above.

If the period of five years is extended or it becomes apparent that it will be extended, then there is scope for an executive to apply to continue contributing to the social security system in his home jurisdiction. This can be obtained by writing to the tax authorities in the overseas jurisdiction and explaining the circumstances. It should be noted in this regard that while the initial certificate of coverage is obtained from an executive’s home jurisdiction, the application for extension is made to the foreign jurisdiction. An extension may then be granted on an annual basis and there is the potential for a year’s extension to be reviewed in further years on further application.

However, it must be borne in mind that the circumstances according to which such extension is granted are limited. There is no formal guidance in the UK, but the US social security website makes this point in its guidance on social security agreements and the general rule of five years. While applications for a year’s extension are typically granted, an executive should not assume this and, beyond the initial five-year period, the application is less likely to be granted.

---

\(^{69}\) Agreement on Social Security between the United States of America and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland signed in February 1984.
Equity incentive arrangements

As stated above, a detailed discussion of the UK tax implications of equity incentive arrangements for internationally mobile executives is beyond the scope of this article and would demand separate consideration. In terms of equity incentive arrangements, the UK has some complicated rules and care needs to be taken in implementing 'cross-border' equity incentive plans. An individual’s existing equity incentive arrangements also need to be considered before he enters or leaves the UK to work. Further complications arise with the use of the remittance basis of taxation described above and with interaction with any applicable double tax treaty. Individuals coming to the UK to work having acquired equity incentives will need to consider the UK tax implications of vesting, exercise or disposal of those incentives once they are regarded as resident in the UK.

Self-employment

The focus of this article has been on executives who are regarded as employees for tax purposes. However, some executives may be regarded as self-employed whether in the UK or in the relevant foreign jurisdiction or both. If this is the case, then in the UK there are certain key differences between the tax treatment of those who are employees and those who are regarded as self-employed. Importantly, different rules on NICs will apply – self-employed UK residents are subject to a more favourable regime. Both residents and non-residents will need to consider the fact that profits arising from a UK trade or business are subject to UK tax. This can be especially important for non-resident partners in UK partnerships or non-resident members of UK limited liability partnerships. Such individuals will be subject to UK tax on their partnership profits if that partnership carries on a UK trade or business. Those who are resident in the UK but not ordinarily resident or not domiciled will also need to consider the rules regarding remittance. Foreign source income will be subject to the usual tax rules on remittance but it may be difficult for an individual to distinguish between profits attributable to a UK trade and those that are genuinely foreign source. Specialist advice should be sought in this area and detailed analysis of the position of self-employed individuals is beyond the scope of this article.

Anti-avoidance

The UK government has recently focused on anti-avoidance in relation to employment income and NICs. This has been alluded to above in the context...
of dual contracts, which were relatively common ten years ago but that are now rare given the increasing difficulty of falling within the parameters that render them acceptable to HMRC. However, the UK government has also released guidance and draft legislation on employment through ‘personal service companies’ where a company, rather than an individual, is engaged to perform services and thus lower corporation tax rates as opposed to individual tax rates are payable on the consideration for the services, with no NICs being due. The new legislation seeks to counteract this type of scheme, which had been popular in recent years including, somewhat embarrassingly, among senior figures in the UK government. Going forward, assuming the draft legislation is enacted, individuals who control such companies will be regarded as employees for tax purposes. Additionally, the UK has certain rules relating to services provided through intermediaries – the recipient of such services may be considered the employer for tax purposes.

The UK also has certain tax rules applicable to those returning to the UK after a period of absence. Although these apply more specifically to gains and less to employment income, they could have an impact on executives who leave the UK and then return there within a certain period of time – for income, one year and for gains, five years. The time when this legislation is potentially of most significant application to internationally mobile executives is in circumstances in which an employee acquires shares pursuant to an equity incentive plan while a UK resident, disposes of those shares once no longer a UK resident but then returns to the UK within five tax years of departing. Such executives will pay local capital gains tax on disposal of their shares while a non-UK resident (the UK does not typically tax non-residents on capital gains) but would also potentially be subject to UK capital gains tax on their return. Furthermore, the wording of the legislation means that treaty relief is typically unavailable to such individuals so that there is a genuine risk of double tax. Considerable care needs to be taken in this area.

Conclusion

The UK and US tax issues relating to internationally mobile executives are complicated and are unlikely to become any less complicated even with the proposed UK changes to the definition of residence and the modification of rules in relation to ordinary residence. Because of this complexity, and the frequent changes in the applicable rules and guidance, specialist advice should always be sought in relation to the tax position of those who work internationally. Tax authorities, including HMRC and the IRS, are becoming increasingly aware of the issues involved and are keen to ensure that their jurisdiction receives any appropriate amount of tax due to it. This heightened attention to compliance and enforcement can result in substantial costs and penalties for those employers and executive who fail to comply with relevant rules and procedures.
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